How to Avoid Social Backlash in the Workplace

by David Maxfield

Please enjoy the article below or read it on our blog.

Research shows that women who speak up at all are risking more than men. Something as minor as telling observers that a CEO “tends to offer his (her) own opinions as much as possible,” and that, “Compared to other CEOs, Mr. (Ms.) Morgan talks much more than others in power,” caused observers to respect Mr. Morgan more and Ms. Morgan less.¹ This approval or disapproval was based on gender alone. It isn’t fair.

Speaking up in forceful, assertive ways is even more risky for women. They are burdened with cultural stereotypes that typecast women as caring and nurturing.² Speaking forcefully violates that cultural norm

"As we express our gratitude, we must never forget that the highest appreciation is not to
and women experience a more punishing backlash than men.

In a landmark study, Victoria Brescoll and Eric Luis Uhlmann asked the question, “Can an angry woman get ahead?” Their study documented the unequal penalty women experience for showing anger at work, but then went further to explore the reasons behind this gender effect. Their results suggest that the penalty occurs because observers attribute women’s anger to internal characteristics (“she is an angry person,” or “she is out of control”) while attributing men’s anger to external circumstances (“he’s having a bad day,” or “things were out of control so someone had to take charge”).

What this previous research, along with our own, confirms is that emotional inequality is real and it is unfair. And while it is unacceptable and needs to be addressed at a cultural, legal, organizational, and social level—individuals can take control. We wanted to develop specific skills women can use on the job to be forceful, assertive and honest—without experiencing social backlash. Our first step was to recreate the social backlash and emotion-inequality effects in a controlled laboratory setting. We wanted to demonstrate the effects in a reliable way, so we could test ways to reduce them.

We created videotaped interactions so we could control what observers would see. The videotaped interactions featured either a male or female actor and took place in a meeting room seated at a table. The actors used identical scripts and we coached them so that their performances were as similar as possible. The only difference was that one actor was male and the other was female.

In this first study, 4,517 participants played the observer role. Each saw a single 30-40 second performance, and then rated the “manager” using a 20-item survey. The chart below illustrates the social backlash and emotion-inequality effects we observed. The bars represent the percentage drop averaged across status, competency, and worth, in that order.
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In the News: **Your kid's teacher wants to know about your home life**

The Chicago Tribune wrote an article about our recent study regarding parent-teacher relations. Read the article to learn how this important relationship can be vastly improved with open and honest communication.
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Next, we decided to test whether brief framing could reduce the emotion-inequality effects. We tested three frames: a Behavior Frame, a Value Frame, and an Inoculation Frame.

- **Behavior Frame:** The actors described what they were about to say before saying it: “I’m going to express my opinion very directly. I’ll be as specific as possible.”
- **Value Frame:** The actors described their motivation in value-laden terms before making the statement of disapproval: “I see this as a matter of honesty and integrity, so it’s important for me to be clear about where I stand.”
- **Inoculation Frame:** The female actor suggested it could be risky for a woman to speak up the way she was about to: “I know it’s a risk for a woman to speak this assertively, but I’m going to express my opinion very directly.”

In this second study, 7,921 participants played the observer role. Each saw a single 35-45 second performance, and then rated the “manager” using the 20-item survey from Study 1.

Each of the frames worked. The chart below illustrates the positive impacts of the different frames.
This study shows that framing statements can help to solve social backlash and emotion-inequality effects. We believe that each frame works in a different way.

**Behavior Frame:** “I’m going to express my opinion very directly. I’ll be as specific as possible.” We think the Behavior Frame works by setting an expectation. It makes sure the statement that follows doesn’t come as a surprise. Without the frame, observers are blindsided by the force of the emotion and may assume the worst—that the person has lost his/her temper. The frame works by preventing this negative conclusion.

**Value Frame:** “I see this as a matter of honesty and integrity, so it’s important for me to be clear about where I stand.” We think the Value Frame works by giving a positive reason for the emotion. In fact, it turns the emotion into a virtue by turning it into a measure of commitment to a shared value.

**Inoculation Frame:** “I know it’s a risk for a woman to speak this assertively, but I’m going to express my opinion very directly.”

We think the Inoculation Frame works by warning observers that they may have an implicit bias. It causes them to try hard to be fair, or to adjust their judgment in an effort to be fair.

We were a bit surprised at how well it worked and we are skeptical that the Inoculation Frame will work if used repeatedly. It could be seen as “playing a card”—in this case the “gender card.” Our concern is that it may create short-term benefits, but damage a user’s reputation.

**Explain Your Intent Before Stating Your Content**

Speaking forcefully creates a social backlash for both men and women...
—though it’s more severe for women. This backlash occurs when observers use the emotion to draw negative conclusions about the speaker’s intent. The backlash is reduced when the speaker takes a few seconds to explain his/her positive intent before stating the content.

We tested three of the statements a person could use to explain his/her intent—Behavior, Value, and Inoculation Frames. We can conclude that the Behavior and Value Frames are effective and are safe to use repeatedly. The Inoculation Frame works in the short term, but we won’t recommend its repeated use until we’ve tested it more thoroughly.

If not acknowledged or managed well, emotional inequality and social backlash can adversely affect an individual’s career and can prove costly to an organization’s effectiveness. We believe the implications of this research will empower individuals and leaders to engage in and encourage candid discussion while minimizing negative impacts.
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**Crucial Applications**

New Video from the BS Guys: One Simple Skill to Curb Unconscious Gender Bias
What if your boss and colleagues discriminated against you just for speaking up assertively? Unfortunately, this is reality for women in the workplace. Our latest study looks at how we can all overcome gender bias.

Check out our blog for the most recent BS Guys video as well as an infographic summarizing the findings of our study.

Want to hear more about this topic? Join New York Times bestselling author Joseph Grenny and Senior Master Trainer Candace Bertotti on August 11 at 1:00pm EST to learn skills for being assertive in a way that reduces bias and restores equality. With registration, you'll receive access to a complimentary e-book after the event that contains research and skills to help you curb the gender bias.
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**Featured Event**

**Denver**

**Crucial Conversations Training Coming to Denver—October 20–21**

Join us for a two-day Crucial Conversations Training to learn skills for creating alignment and agreement by fostering open dialogue around high-stakes, emotional, or risky topics.

Contact Karyn Guilford to register for Crucial Conversations Training in Denver, October 20–21, or visit our site to learn about other upcoming opportunities.